LEGO® SERIOUS PLAY® Build Level 1 & 2 Facilitator Training

Overarching Objective
To enable you to facilitate LEGO® SERIOUS PLAY® Workshops with Build Level 1: Individual Models & Build Level 2: Shared Models

This learning objective is met by progressing through the following sprints

Day 1 - Workshop Objectives
To understand the key ideas required to facilitate LEGO® SERIOUS PLAY®
To learn how to facilitate the LEGO® SERIOUS PLAY® skills build
To practice facilitating Build Level 1: Individual model building
To learn how to facilitate Build Level 2: Shared model building
To experience Build Level 3: System model building
To understand the theoretical foundations underpinning LEGO® SERIOUS PLAY®
To learn how LEGO® SERIOUS PLAY® can be used in team builds

Day 2 - Workshop Objectives
To practice facilitating Build Level 1: Individual model building
To practice facilitating Build Level 2: Shared model building
To co-design and facilitate a session/task
To learn about preparation and workshop design
To facilitate your first workshop
To reflect on skills acquired and gain certification

This two day training is highly effective at giving participants LEGO® SERIOUS PLAY® facilitation skills. Graduates this training have taken turns to practice the skills being taught and have designed and delivered sessions and co-facilitated a first workshop.

We think this is the gold standard in LEGO® SERIOUS PLAY® facilitation training, others seem to agree.
How we will work

Each day starts at 9:00 and finishes at 18:00. On day one we learn about the LEGO® SERIOUS PLAY® facilitation fundamentals and how to give your workshop participants the skills to use LEGO® SERIOUS PLAY® effectively on their challenges.

After instruction we take turns to facilitate Build Level 1: Individual model building, the foundation of every LEGO® SERIOUS PLAY® workshop. We reflect on each and every participant facilitation, which provides additional rich learning: at every training we learn a huge amount from others innate facilitation skills and styles. On the afternoon of day 1, we progress through Build Level 2: shared model building and experience Build Level 3: system model building.

Day 2 is focused on practicing shared model building and preparing for, designing and delivering LEGO® SERIOUS PLAY® workshops.

Our trainings take place in high quality learning environments. Healthy lunches, tea, coffees and snacks are provided on both days and we take regular short breaks to enable us to concentrate. Participants get a copy of SeriousWork and access to the graduates area of the Serious.Global website.

This course is run by Sean Blair an International Association of Facilitators Certified™ Professional Facilitator, a Certified Facilitator of LEGO® SERIOUS PLAY® Method and Materials and lead author of SERIOUS WORK.